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THE CONSTITUTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AS AN ACADEMIC
SUBJECT

Jose Bellido

Abstract: This essay offers a reinterpretation of the ways inwhich intellectual property has
become an academic subject in Britain, by focusing on the work of Thomas Anthony Blanco
White, QC (1916-2006). His textbooks, the essay argues, were fundamental for the
development of ‘intellectual property’ in Britain and the Commonwealth. Not only did they
provide the basis for a discipline in the making, but their timely publication also helped to
connect and even constitute a diverse audience of articled clerks, practitioners and students.
This essay traces the making of Blanco’s first booklets and his subsequent rewriting of them,
which culminated in the publication of what would become a standard textbook in British
intellectual property. In explaining the history of these books and their pivotal role for the
recognition of intellectual property as an academic subject in the university curriculum, the
essay explores the ways in which a distinctive knowledge of and writing about intellectual
property emerged in Britain in the post-war decades.

KEYWORDS: Intellectual Property, Legal History, Legal Education.

1. INTRODUCTION
Intellectual property is currently popular in the curricula of most university law schools, both
at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. There are multiple textbooks devoted to its
explication. Yet the emergence of intellectual property as an academic subject in Britain is a
relatively recent phenomenon. The current generation of intellectual property
scholars considers Bill Cornish’s intellectual property textbook, published in 1981, a seminal
text.[1] The book tackled a whole range of intellectual property issues in a single volume. As
one of the first intellectual property textbooks specially produced in and for the
university,[2] Cornish’s book was fundamental, and unique, in bridging the gap between
education and profession. His textbook was a tool for the transmission of knowledge about
intellectual property law even before it was practiced.[3] Yet this turning point, and the
constitution of the discipline as a taught subject, cannot be fully understood without taking
into consideration the oeuvre of Thomas Blanco White, QC (1916-2006). Blanco was a
pioneering figure, a practitioner writing for student and lay markets, and thus enabled
intellectual property to be incorporated in college and then university syllabuses. Although
there were precursors to Blanco, such interventions were somehow intermittent and sporadic.
For instance, a barrister from Lincoln’s Inn, John Cutler, delivered a series of lectures on

passing off in November 1903, at King's College, London, that were published one year
later.[4] However, Blanco’s work was different and remarkably original precisely because of
its recursive amalgamation and repetition and because of its impact on future academics.
Blanco’s textbooks were also decisive for the adoption of the subject in university
syllabuses.

In this sense, Blanco’s work can be seen as the forerunner of later comprehensive intellectual
property textbooks, not only Cornish (1981), but also Bently and Sherman (2001).[5] Indeed,
Cornish was explicit about Blanco’s influence: “My largest debt overall is undoubtedly to
Thomas Blanco White, Q.C. He has done far more than anyone else over the last 30 years to
provide British intellectual property law with a worthwhile literature. His highly informative
introduction is well-known; so is the perceptive criticism that informs the various texts that
he has written or edited”.[6] More specifically, the intellectual property booklets written by
Blanco after the Second World War, published in a collection edited by Stevens & Sons,
were decisive for the introduction of intellectual property into the education system; the
importance of that collection was proclaimed by its bold, premonitory title – This [Is
the] Law.[7] Over the next three decades, Stevens & Sons published more than two dozen
short books within this collection.[8] The value of the collection lay precisely in its
serialisation, as it covered disparate fields ranging from family law and industrial injuries to
income tax.[9] Since the publishers’ aim was to reach “all who [were] interested in the
subject”,[10] these tiny (and cheap) books offered information only on basic legal principles.
In so doing, they enacted the dream of bringing “the law to the millions”; as one
commentator noted, “This is the age in which the common man must have his share of all
treasures even including those within the temple of law”.[11] Ironically, the very fact that they
targeted non-specialists made themappealing to students, managers and also prospective
lawyers.[12] Perhaps there was no better marketing strategy to attract these readers than to
invoke their most alluring and elusive prospect: potential clients.[13] In a highly
compartmentalised discipline such as intellectual property, the introduction of the subject in
this series was crucial to its development in the coming decades as a subject in universities
and polytechnics. By making the law accessible to different audiences, these books were
successful in breaking the traditional boundaries between the Bar and the university. As this
essay shows, it is possible to trace the way that Blanco’s books moved beyond the Temple
and began to circulate in higher education settings (especially the emerging polytechnics) in
Britain and all over the Commonwealth. As such, these books were embedded in a particular
economy of factors that conditioned their writing and publication. Whereas standard
historiographies of intellectual property have considered the emergence of legal concepts as a
means to understanding the development of the subject, this essay, however, focuses on the
different ways in which Blanco’s booklets facilitated the constitution of the discipline as an
academic endeavour.

2. FROM NUTSHELLS TO TEXTBOOKS
A. Introducing the Law

Overshadowed by the monumental scope of major legal treatises, the importance of
‘nutshell’ books is often neglected in legal historiography.[14] There is a simple explanation
for that scholarly oversight. Legal scholars and practitioners have tended to view these
marginal and peripheral books – usually reserved for paralegals, clients and those who “do
not know the law” – with suspicion.[15] Why study these ‘tiny books’ meant to fit into those
ignorant pockets? What is the legal significance of a genre which might be considered the
equivalent of today’s ‘For Dummies’ series? If such slim volumes only made it onto lawyers’
bookshelves ‘surreptitiously’,[16] as one scholar suggests, how can we claim that they had a
broader effect on the development of intellectual property law? Part of the importance of
Blanco’s intellectual property ‘nutshells’ is that they were, indeed, exceptions to the rule.
Significantly, they helped to give prestige to the troubled genre and achieved the
unimaginable: converting intellectual property pocketbooks into essential reading both for
laymen and specialists.[17] Although these books were written primarily for laymen and
businessmen, they soon became indispensable for those who wanted to become intellectual
property lawyers, who found them useful for acquiring knowledge on what were then
considered difficult and complex subjects.[18] Such books were particularly appropriate since
they offered a paradoxical simplicity in a complex area. The story of how these books came
to be written is not quite clear. Blanco was called to the Bar in the 1930s but did not have
time to establish his practice before he was called up for war service. After the war, he
probably found himself back at the Bar with no clients, no income and competing with wellestablished barristers.[19] Hence he began teaching introductory evening law courses in a
variety of places, such as Morley College,[20] an innovative adult education centre located in
Lambeth, London, where his mother, Amber Blanco White [née Amber Reeves] (18871981), had been teaching since the 1920s.[21] If the series editor for This [Is the] Law had
been searching for a suitable person to write a couple of booklets on intellectual property law,
Blanco might be considered an ideal candidate. Having read physics at Cambridge, where
Benjamin Britten (1913-1976) described him as “one of the cleverest boys he [has] ever
met”,[22] the course at Morley had made him fully aware of the intricacies of explaining the
law to the layman. One could also speculate that Blanco, a barrister of Lincoln’s Inn, saw an
opportunity to overcome the prohibition on barristers from engaging in any advertising. The
fact is that these cheap texts were circulated far more widely than the usual legal tomes, and
with his name on the cover. Nevertheless, it is almost certain that the booklets emerged as a

response to pedagogical demands. Blanco seamlessly moved from teaching ‘law’ to nonlawyers at Morley to introducing ‘intellectual property’ to non-specialists. Both challenges
were met by highlighting the importance of ‘everyday’ examples and the need to know the
audiences beforehand. Blanco’s eagerness to know his audience was clear in a letter he wrote
to the principal at Morley College: “It would help very much in this if I could know rather
precisely what its function would be:what the audience would want to know and from what
sort of aspect, and what sort of people you expect them to be’.[23]

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, Blanco started teaching courses in patent and trade
mark law at Sir John Cass College[24] and Princeton College of Languages and Commerce in
London.[25] These were also evening courses, intended for people who were not lawyers, but
were interested in legal matters – described by one commentator as “the oldest form of
technical, or what we now call further education”.[26] In other words, these colleges, located
around the Inns of Law and within the city boundaries, acted as a catalyst for an interest in
these subjects (patent, copyright and trade mark law), a student base that required the creation
of an introductory literature.[27] Likewise, the two relevant professional bodies, the Institute
of Trade Mark Agents (ITMA) and the Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys (CIPA)
identified this need and its surrounding difficulties. While CIPA recognised their endeavours
“to initiate closer contacts with universities, technical colleges and schools”, [28]ITMA
struggled to find a suitable student textbook on trade marks to attract and introduce the field
to future agents.[29] It is ironic that the now mighty educational field of intellectual property
law in the UK was nurtured by the once humble environment of further education evening
classes. That the courses and the booklets were definitely connected is evident when we
compare the course syllabuses and the books’ tables of contents.[30] After publishing The
Conflict of Laws in a Nutshell in 1947,[31] Blanco published three more booklets over the next
three years, covering the three areas that are now viewed as the core of intellectual property
law: copyright, trade marks and patents.[32] Each contained fewer than a hundred pages—as
one reviewer wrote, “I do not know of any other book where the manufacturer can obtain this
information in such a concise and readable form”[33]—and looked noticeably different from
the typical (thick) legal tome.[34] In November 1946, Blanco finished the first of his three
intellectual property booklets, Patents and Registered Designs,[35] which was published six
months later by Stevens & Sons. Almost simultaneously, he published the second
booklet, Trade Marks and Unfair Competition.[36] Two years later his third and final
booklet, Copyright, was published.[37]Perhaps the most prominent characteristic of the patent
booklet was its attempt to bridge the legal and technical gulfs between the expert and the
layman.[38] Instead of trying to close the profession, it opened it up to the uninitiated. Blanco
made a huge effort to prevent the technicalities of the law (and science) becoming an obstacle
to the untrained reader.[39] The booklet made a strategic decision to eliminate any direct
reference to existing legal statutes, to “the numbers of the sections of the Patents and Designs
Acts”.[40] The smooth character of the text was one of its most interesting stylistic devices,
and would be repeated in Blanco’s other two publications as well. All three booklets were

thus freed from the direct dependence on specific statutes, enhancing their readability and
making the information contained therein useful and interesting even today.[41] Although
some readers did not understand this and criticised the book for what they perceived as
a shortcoming,[42] the text of each pamphlet was performative, self-sufficient and, in that
sense, ground-breaking. Furthermore, such a distinctive departure from orthodoxy facilitated
and enabled the possibility of comparison. For instance, one US commentator was struck by
how “a reading of the books reveals that practically all the more difficult problems in trademark, patent, and copyright law with which we are faced in this country equally arise
abroad”.[43] Although simplicity and clarity characterised the pamphlets, with a style that one
could describe as “Edwardian”,[44] the booklets were full of paradoxes, witty comments and
interesting reflections. Along with their concision, these booklets shared a common thread: a
sharp sense of humour for which Blanco was well-known.[45] Although the booklets were full
of witty comments, the best example of this feature was in the announcement of the patent
course at the Sir John Cass College, written by Blanco himself. The following epitomised his
style: “the carrying on of a business in total ignorance of the patent system is about as safe,
and about as common, as searching for leaks in gas pipes with a petrol lighter. These lectures
are intended first to provide the minimum of knowledge of the system needed for safety, and
then go on, and explain how the system (and the analogous system of registration of
industrial designs) can be useful commercially instead of a source of possible calamity”. [46] It
is to Blanco’s credit that he shared these reflections with the reader. One well-known
reviewer, a barrister specialising in patent law, highlighted one of these paradoxes and
suggested that Blanco was right in drawing attention to them, for “the value of a patent
depend[ed] greatly on its not being too important, because in the latter case it is worthwhile
for the would-be infringer to spend a lot of money and trouble to prove its invalidity”.[47]

Not only were these books unique in their stylistic simplicity and small size,[48] but
the reader was also drawn in by the innovative narrative constructed by Blanco. By showing
how threats could come into play before any legal dispute, the importance of patents and
designs in commercial strategies was made explicit. Blanco noted, for example, “There is
another reason for getting applications in early. If rival firms attempt to patent exactly the
same thing, the first to apply can prevent the grant of a patent to the second” [49]. Knowledge
of the basic features of patent law was thus recommended as a pre-emptive mechanism;
Blanco warned readers of the risk of infringement, and offered recommendations to anyone
running their own business, advice that would become standard in the decades to come. For
example, Blanco suggested that ‘in the case of designs, the risk [was] not usually very serious
and [could] be easily be avoided by a proper search […] The risk of innocent infringement of
patents, however, in any industry where there [was] appreciable technical progress, will
usually be a serious one if the new product [was] noticeably different from the old’.[50] The
emphasis on awareness of the law was, Blanco said, especially important at a very specific
and decisive moment: “when a new line of goods is put onto the market”.[51] Following the
logic of the legal nod towards commercial decisions, the possibility for practical guidance

presented by the tiny books attracted managers and businessmen of all stripes. Looking back
at these books twelve years after their publication, Blanco referred to them as “a popular
outline”,[52] and in fact, there was no better way of describing them. Rather than mystifying
the discipline, they went straight to the point. The books aimed for something exceedingly
simple and yet deceptively complex: to show how the law “worked”. As Jacob writes,
“Despite all the changes in IP law over the years, the heart of what the greatest of all IP
lawyers, Thomas Blanco White, wrote in the three little pamphlets just after the War remains
unchanged – for this book tries not so much to expound the detail of the law (which has
changed a lot) but how it actually works”.[53] There are many examples of the innovative
ways that these books embraced such logic.[54] For instance, the structure of the patent
booklet was particularly ground-breaking. Instead of framing the question of patent law in the
typical manner such as “what is a patent?” it began by examining the products that are the
end result of patents, reflecting the way that most laymen first encounter the complex
issue.[55] It is not that Blanco’s booklet avoided the definition of “invention” or other legal
terms; [56] but that all such technical detail was explained not via definition, as such, but rather
by example.[57]

B. Industrial Property & Copyright

Central to Blanco’s clarity was the idea of imitation and copying as the unifying theme
behind the different branches protecting intangible property.[58] Going for the jugular of what
would soon become a central commercial concern, the booklets introduced a remarkably
forward-thinking understanding of intellectual property law, one that brings it closer to
competition.[59] This framework was enhanced almost a decade later, when the three little
books were put together by Stevens & Sons into a single and solid textbook
entitled Industrial Property & Copyright.[60] Not coincidentally, the term “industrial
property” had become a buzzword in both international and domestic legal
discourse.[61] However, more interesting than the title was the form of the book. When
compared with other law books published at that time,[62] the codifying gesture was
distinctive.[63] While the standard intellectual property books were manuals of practice,
academic discussions or practitioners’ books, there was arguably no overall introduction to
all the subjects simultaneously aimed at different audiences. Blanco’s textbook became a
unique element in the specification of incipient intellectual property courses introduced in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, not only in Britain but as far afield as Australia.[64] For it offered
a sweeping vista of rights that were becoming important in making intellectual property a
distinctive and different area of what was then called business or commercial law. In size and
scope, the volume anticipated the intellectual property textbooks that would emerge in the
second half of twentieth-century Britain. In the following paragraph written by Cornish
(1981), it is possible to appreciate Blanco’s influence:

I have, indeed, had three types of reader in mind. First, students in universities and
polytechnics […] Secondly, there are lawyers, business executives and civil servants
who come in contact with the field in the course of their careers and need to look at its
structure systematically. Thirdly, there are specialists in the subject abroad who are
looking for a relatively succinct presentation of United Kingdom law.[65]

Blanco’s influence is implicit here in the attempt to address a wide range of audiences
simultaneously, something that Blanco had in mind since his time teaching at Morley
College. This aspect became the main feature that characterised Cornish’s textbook (1981), as
well as other intellectual property textbooks published in the late twentieth and early twentyfirst centuries such as Bently and Sherman (2001).

C. Connecting Categories

It is ironic that these later textbooks can be traced back to the work of a barrister.
Certainly, Blanco’s influence on the textbooks that appeared over the following fifty years
can be explained, in part, by personal and professional networks; some of Blanco’s pupils
would eventually become academics themselves, and some of the members of his chambers
were influenced by his work.[66] Far more significant though, just as with the three original
booklets, was the remarkable way that Blanco rendered the order of topics when the booklets
were amalgamated. Blanco’s Industrial Property & Copyright (1962) foreshadowed what
would become one of the main academic interests in the field: the interrelations between
copyright and confidence, patents and designs, trade marks and passing off.[67] As Blanco
suggested, “one of the functions of a book of this sort [was] to show the interrelations
between these different subjects, in a way that more specialised works cannot easily
do”.[68] The textbook achieved a great deal by directly connecting or opposing a variety of
terms and categories. For instance, the textbook laid out the differences between ‘patents’ and
‘designs’, thus allowing readers to judge between them and identify their own
preferences.[69] Similarly, it connected ‘imitations’ to ‘remedies’ from the outset.[70] These
cardinal connections facilitated a series of productive links.[71] Surely, the focus on
‘imitation’ established a certain order of topics in the discipline that was predominantly
provocative since it exposed itself to the mantra that ‘there is no developed concept of unfair
competition in English law’.[72] This provocative character was one of the features of a
textbook that was once described as “pithy, full of deep insight and yet immensely
readable”.[73] Blanco’s ironic twists and the spark of his prose appeared everywhere. For
instance, no author had ever introduced an intellectual property textbook by raising the law of
unintended consequences. In Blanco’s own words the “legal rights with which this book is
concerned are by no means always used for the purposes that the law supposes them to
serve”.[74] The same could be said for the uniqueness of a law textbook that acknowledged

how other professions valued intellectual property rights, and how those professions might
also be right. Blanco did both. In contrast with typical textbook introductions, which justified
or criticised the existence of patent or copyright law, Blanco’s textbook made no apology for
its unusual style and omitted all justification whatsoever. More interestingly, instead of
criticising the possible incoherence of legal doctrine in its attempt to coincide with emergent
commercial and technological practices,[75] it opted for acknowledging the differences of
value among professions. For instance, he noted that the value of patents is, to some
businesses, “the purpose of patents. To others, however, the mere possession of a patent,
however rubbishy to the lawyer’s mind, may be of real value for advertising purposes. Others
again treat patents merely as cards in complicated games of business politics that no lawyer
understands”.[76] The textbook was already aware of the failure of any critique that did not
acknowledge the simple fact that lawyers and businessmen think differently. In the late
1960s, the combined textbook gained an additional incarnation. It was incorporated into
the Concise College Texts, a collection of student textbooks launched by Sweet &
Maxwell.[77] More than five decades later, the survival of the main structure of the three
original booklets, even after the passage of numerous new statutes and the ‘re-writings’ of the
original texts, indicates that Blanco’s approach to intellectual property law was remarkably
robust.[78] However, the feature that made them truly significant was their unique role in
paving the way for intellectual property to be taught in universities in Britain and
beyond.[79] For the key element to enable and constitute a growing student audience was the
appearance of a popular literature that demystified the esoteric and intimidating character of
the law and, in particular, of patent law. Eventhough Blanco’s booklets are still read and
enjoyed today, it is possible that Cornish’s book superseded them, in so far as it inherited,
refined and advanced some of the features already established by Blanco.[80]

3. THE ROLE OF THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
A. Institutional Failures & Successes

In the early 1960s, Blanco began teaching a pioneering course entitled ‘Introduction to the
Law of Industrial and Intellectual Property’ at the LSE,[81] just when Cornish, a graduate
from the University of Adelaide (Australia) and the University of Oxford, had been appointed
assistant lecturer in the law department.[82] The course was taught in the evenings as an
undergraduate option in 1962-1963.[83] Although it only lasted for three weeks and was
cancelled due to a lack of students,[84] it was an important milestone since it constituted the
first attempt from the LSE to place the subject under its law programme, an initiative to foster
a “neglected area of study” that had been announced in its quinquennial plan in the late
1950s.[85] In fact, the then professor of law at the LSE, Sir Otto Kahn-Freund (1900-1979),
observed how the institution was “anxious to initiate some instruction” on the subject
and noted with surprise that “not one of the law schools in this country has so far provided
any teaching in these important matters”.[86] Despite this initial institutional failure to develop

an intellectual property option, Kahn-Freund told Blanco of his desire not to “give up the
attempt to establish this subject altogether”.[87] Ironically, the subject was finally introduced
at the LSE but just a few years after Kahn-Freund had left it and moved to the University of
Oxford.
The definitive and successful attempt to introduce the subject came in 1967, when
Cornish drafted a syllabus for a postgraduate course to be taught at the LSE entitled
‘Industrial and Intellectual Property’. [88] Although the structure was similar to the course
tried by Blanco five years earlier, the course now proposed was not an undergraduate but an
optionalpostgraduate subject offered by the LSE in an intercollegiate programme (LL.M)
from the University of London.[89] This programme, which consisted of almost forty different
optional law subjects, had become increasingly popular among international students since
1965, when it began to be run as a one-year course.[90] The proposal to introduce ‘industrial
and intellectual property’ as a subject was accepted and the list of recommended reading was
approved.[91] However, the only issue that attracted some discussion was, interestingly, the
inclusion of the term ‘know-how’ in the syllabus circulated.[92] While the term was finally
retained, this minor bureaucratic incident somehow echoes the problems of categorising
confidential information under the rubric of intellectual property, an issue recently
highlighted by several scholars.[93] Crucially, the course introduced by Cornish considered
Blanco’s textbook, Industrial Property & Copyright, as the best work to study the subject.
And it did so from 1968 to 1981, until Cornish’s textbook was published.[94] This LL.M
course was highly significant in the history of British intellectual property because it
constituted the first inclusion of the subject in theuniversity curriculum on a permanent
basis.[95] In other words, it introduced the subject into the regular (annual)
teaching programme of a British university, becoming a template for the intellectual property
courses that emerged in the following decades. However, its importance was also derived
from other factors. The course occupied a pivotal place for a generation of Australian and
British intellectual property scholars who taught it under Cornish’s convenorship or
continued the same course after Cornish left the LSE for the University of Cambridge in the
early 1990s.[96] While some scholars, such as Gerald Dworkin, had been former colleagues
from the law department at LSE, others such as Mary Vitoria, QC or Sir Robin Jacob were
barristers coming directly from Blanco’s chambers. In that sense, the postgraduate course
established by Cornish served as a hub where scholars and barristers of different jurisdictions
met and taught a new generation of students, some of whom ultimately became leading
intellectual property scholars.[97]

B.

Academic Enhancement

While the encounter between Blanco and Cornish could be described as one of
those happy historical coincidences, it is true that the LSE appeared then as one of the most
suitable places for intellectual property to finally enter the university curriculum. Its location,

near Lincoln’s Inn Fields, was surely one of the crucial elements that enabled barristers such
as Blanco to come to teach the subject there in the early 1960s.[98] Its law department,
inaugurated in 1895, had grown significantly in number and reputation under the aegis of
Kahn-Freund and it incorporated staff fromdifferent nationalities who focused on the study of
law as a ‘social science’.[99] Significantly, the teaching of and the specialisation in
commercial law, one of the roots from which intellectual property could be academically
conceived, also flourished at the LSE in the 1960s.[100] In retrospect, it is possible to say that
if there was a place where ‘intellectual property’ could succeed in becoming a university
subject in Britain it was the LSE. Its law department had developed an alternative tradition, a
distinctive liberal approach to law.[101] Furthermore, two specific journals somehow related to
the LSE contributed to the academic enhancement of intellectual property in the 1960s,
guaranteeing its suitability to enter the university curriculum as a distinct area of law. The
first was the Journal of Business Law, a law review published by Stevens & Sons and edited
by another Anglo-German scholar and LSE graduate, Clive M. Schmitthoff (19031990).[102] What made the journal remarkable for the discipline was its explicit incorporation
from the outset of a regular section or ‘department’ with comments on the different branches
of intellectual property.[103] Interestingly, the section smoothly moved its coverage from
‘patents, trade marks, designs’ to embrace a more contemporary trinity: ‘patents, trade marks,
copyright’, echoing the conceptual development of the core of intellectual
property.[104] Blanco became the first editor of that section (1957-1967) and Cornish took
over that editorial role after him.[105] The second important law review that facilitated the
introduction of intellectual property to a general legal audience was the flagship journal of the
law department at the LSE, the Modern Law Review, also edited by Stevens & Sons.[106] The
generalist journal played a significant role in providing home and recognition to a subject that
was attracting greater academic interest, reviewing important books such as Blanco’s
publications,[107]publishing interesting articles on the subject and introducing timely
comments on intellectual property cases.[108] While this was again nothing ‘new’; the
regularity and the openness of the journal towards a subject often accused of being ‘too
technical’ and of no great academic interest were highly significant. This even meant that
some early courses on intellectual property at the polytechnics began recommending the
reading of this journal together with ‘specialist’ sources.[109] Significantly, some intellectual
property journals ended up re-printing material already published in the Review.[110] In fact, a
cursory glance at the articles, case notes and book reviews published in
the Review throughout the post-war decades indicates a remarkable sensitivity to the
discipline. For instance, it is not only that the journal paid a particular attention to new
intellectual property statutes and contemporary Committee reports,[111] it is also that it
published stimulating specialist articles reviewing, for instance, the forms of intellectual
property protection in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, as they then were.[112] Although
the receptivity to the possibility of industrial and intellectual property as legitimate subjects
of academic inquiry that could attract the interest of a general audience could have been one
of the consequences of having Bill Cornish and Gerald Dworkin among its editors,[113] such a

sympathetic approach seems also to have been derived from the fundamental aims of
the Review, that was, to treat law “as it function[ed] in society”.[114]

4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FOR UNDERGRADUATES
A. Professional, vocational or academic
The intercollegiate course taught at the LSE constituted a milestone for the academic
incorporation of ‘intellectual property’ in Britain. However, it was still a postgraduate
module. In fact, the perception from British universities in the early 1970s, including the
LSE, was that the subject was still not ready for studying at undergraduate
level.[115] Although some of its constituent parts had incidentally appeared in commercial and
property law courses, particularly those which engaged with ‘property’ broadly
defined,[116] intellectual or industrial property ‘as such’, that is, as a distinct academic subject,
had several difficulties for its incorporation as an undergraduate subject in the university
curriculum. There were many reasons why administrators from British universities
considered the subject conditioned by the stage at which it could be offered, and hence did
not find the undergraduate option either attractive or realistic. The first obstacle to the
widening of university syllabuses came – they argued – from “severe financial restraints”
which came upon the universities in that decade.[117] The second, and more important, was
surely the longstanding perception that intellectual property was a professional subject not
suitable for the “rather academic and literary” courses which universities offered.[118] The
highly specialised nature of the subject had also elicited some doubts and frictions for a
possible inclusion in professional educational ‘safeguards’, that is, in the exam routes
established by professional bodies to qualify then as a solicitor or as a barrister. Since these
exams tended to focus on foundation (or ‘core’) subjects such as tort, land and criminal law,
‘intellectual property’ (or its constituent parts) played a very marginal role in the system of
legal instruction and examination developed by the Law Society and the Inns of Court, only
appearing incidentally. The Law Society eventually introduced a question on either
copyright, patents or trade marks in the optional paper for those articled clerks who wanted to
become solicitors.[119] For instance, questions covered the grounds to give notice at the Patent
Office of opposition to the grant of a patent,[120] the essential particulars for trade mark
registration under the Trade Marks Act, 1905[121] or the term of copyright applicable to prints
and engravings, drawings, sculptures and photographs.[122] After reviewing the papers, it is
possible to say that the pattern of questions established by the examiners at the Law Society
limited the intellectual property questions to one question out of ten included in Head II of
the exams, and that they tended to use one of the three different branches of intellectual
property (patents, copyright, trade marks), distributing them accordingly in the three annual
papers.

These questions were set up using the few pages on those topics from the book
selected by the examiners: Stephens’ Commentaries on the Laws of England.[123] In the
1930s, and for almost a decade, the Society changed the division of papers, including, to the
despair of many candidates, ‘patents, copyright and trade marks’ as an optional
paper.[124] The inclusion was not particularly successful since only a handful of candidates
took it, with the result of the optional paper being dropped in the early 1940s.[125] Although
calls to reinstate this paper re-emerged a decade later, the fact is that ‘intellectual property’
(or its constituent parts) had difficulties to be definitely selected as a permanent optional
exam in the system of articles.[126] If we pay attention to the Committee discussions when
selecting the optional papers, it is possible to infer that one of the problems for the subject
was precisely the lack of a suitable ‘set book’.[127]
As the university was the main source of recruitment for the Bar and the Law Society,
the lack of relevance of intellectual property before practice is worth noting. Precisely
because of the fact that the Law Society had only sporadically included the subject in its
options, universities found little value in introducing an undergraduate option of a discipline
with such a preponderant professional or practitioner ethos, that is, in a discipline where the
knowledge was primarily acquired ‘in practice’. For instance, I. Shaw (KCL Secretary)
highlighted that ‘in general the Faculty of Laws at College does not consider it part of its
responsibilities to provide technical courses for professions and any teaching that could
possibly in the future be given would be in the field of industrial property of a general
postgraduate standard’.[128] Similarly, the Bar did not find it essential for the budding barrister
to know such a ‘specialised’ subject. Intellectual property was never a subject on which Bar
candidates were examined, that is, its knowledge was never a qualification requirement.
Moreover, the Bar could not deny the glaring and longstanding fact that most patent barristers
were not law graduates.[129] To sum up, neither the examination for solicitors nor the call to
the Bar ever consistently used ‘intellectual property’ or its component parts as key subjects
for entry into the profession. Taking all this into account, it is no surprise that some
universities recommended in the early 1970s that the Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys
(CIPA) ought to consider the Polytechnics, Brunel University or the Institute of Licensing
Executives as more suitable places to set up their course on intellectual property instead of
the undergraduate system offered by traditional British universities.[130]Rather surprisingly,
such strong reluctance to introduce industrial and intellectual property as an undergraduate
course was not found in Australia. Some Australian universities began offering industrial and
intellectual property as undergraduate ‘options’, that is, as “elective subjects in the last or
second year of the law course” earlier than their British counterparts.[131] For instance, the
University of Sydney, the Australian National University, Monash University and the
University of New South Wales began offering undergraduate courses embracing copyright,
trade marks, patents and trade secrets from the late 1960s and early 1970s.[132] The
introduction of intellectual property as an undergraduate option in Australia coincided with
important educational transformations such as the emergence of ‘legal workshops’ as a

distinct form of university learning.[133] These courses were often ‘elective’ and their teaching
had the aspiration of combining technical and academic knowledge.[134] In doing so, they
served as an interesting way of accommodating what was then perceived as an ‘urgent’ area
of academic interest: business and commercial law.[135]

B. The circulation of Blanco’s books

The most interesting feature of these Australian courses was that they all tended to
incorporate Blanco’s textbooks as their prescribed reading.[136] Blanco’s quick success abroad
had been aided not only by the distinctive approach of his writing but also by other factors
and circumstances, particularly the circulation of his books. Quite unexpectedly, his books
coincided with a key strategic alliance in the history of legal publishing in the Englishspeaking world. In the early 1950s, Stevens & Sons, a small family-run publishing
house,[137] merged with one of the major players in the book industry, Sweet &
Maxwell.[138] The merger probably took place because Sweet & Maxwell felt that Stevens &
Sons had “some fine copyright of textbooks”,[139] including those with Blanco’s signature; yet
the companies initially decided to keep their imprints separate in order to sustain their
alreadyestablished catalogues and specialisations. However, they chose to share what they
called their “sister companies”,[140] a network of agents and commissioners that enabled the
distribution of their catalogues throughout the world, with special emphasis on the
Commonwealth countries.[141] Stevens & Sons’ publications were the immediate winners,
since they were suddenly marketed by a much larger sales team than prior to the merger. In
the decades after the merger, it is possible to follow the reception of Blanco’s textbook in
Malaysian, Canadian and Australian legal journals.[142] It is not only that his books were
reviewed; it is that they began to be integrated into the commentaries and arguments
surrounding their corresponding laws.[143] But for this commentary to take place and for a
legal tradition to be followed or criticised, law books had to circulate. That is, they required
an underlying infrastructure that disseminated catalogues and distributed books, a key factor
that materialised with the strategic alliance between Stevens & Sons and Sweet & Maxwell.
The LawBook Co. (Australia),[144] the Carswell Company (Canada & USA),[145] the N. M.
Tripathi Private Ltd. (India),[146] the Law House (Pakistan)[147] or Sweet & Maxwell (New
Zealand)
represented
and
distributed
books
such
as
Blanco’s Industrial
Property & Copyright and Patents for Inventions. Such networks facilitated and enabled the
constitution of new audiences abroad. Additionally, Blanco’s presence as counsel in a
number of courts such as the House of Lords in the United Kingdom,[148] the Court of Appeal
of Bermuda[149] or the Bombay High Court, also brought him recognition as one of the most
prominent patent barristers, making his name well-known in Britain and beyond.[150] His
relationship with colleagues from other ‘common’ jurisdictions did not only hinge upon
specific cases, it also included occasional collaborations on foreign publications as a preface
writer.[151] Furthermore, engagement with experts from other jurisdictions became more

visible in each new edition of his books, as he added new text. For instance, Blanco
acknowledged his particular debt to Christopher Robinson QC., of the Canadian Bar, ‘who
showed [him] that [his] treatment of the relation of width of claim to utility was wrong; and
to the late Dr Brent, who introduced [him] to the Canadian cases on assignment of the right to
damages for past infringements’.[152] In fact, one of the key ways that Blanco’s books became
useful in Britain and beyond was the deepened perspective they acquired through the
publication of successive editions. [153]

C. Common Prescribed Reading

One of the Australian courses mentioned above that included Blanco’s Industrial
Property & Copyright in its compulsory reading material was an undergraduate option
introduced at Monash University in 1970.[154] While the course first appeared as one of two
honours seminar subjects (‘industrial property’ and ‘copyright’), two years later the seminars
merged to constitute a subject called ‘Industrial Property and Copyright’.[155]It was taught by
James Lahore, a young Australian lawyer, who after a recommendation by the Dean, David
Derham (1920-1985), had travelled to the University of Pennsylvania to specialise in
intellectual property.[156] There he obtained a LL.M degree and continued his professional
career at the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). Interestingly, he later moved
to Britain in the early 1970s to set up an undergraduate course at the University of
Southampton, a course that constituted the first undergraduate course on intellectual property
taught in Britain.[157] The module, a third year option, begun to be offered in 1975 and was
taken over later by Gerald Dworkin.[158] Curiously, as had occurred previously with the
postgraduate course at the LSE, the introduction of intellectual property in Britain was carried
out by an Australian. However, the most interesting feature that linked the courses at LSE
and Southampton, as well as the Australian courses mentioned above, was their reliance on
Blanco’s textbooks as the introductory material for the topic. Although subsequent textbooks
were published and eventually superseded it,[159] and while Blanco eventually published
major practitioners’ books,[160] his Industrial Property & Copyright was at once a crucial and
an elemental book, a temporal hinge that facilitated the emergence of intellectual property
law as a university subject in Britain and beyond. Almost simultaneously with the
introduction of the subject at the University of Southampton, Warwick University and the
University of Kent began offering an undergraduate course in intellectual property.[161] A
number of British universities and polytechnics followed suit.[162] The proliferation of
intellectual and industrial property courses that characterised the following decades can be
explained by reference to other factors such as the internationalisation and Europeanisation of
the discipline and the increasing demand for skills to handle statutes and statutory
instruments.[163] In fact, the growth in the educational offer can also be understood as an
attempt to respond to the need for academic knowledge in a subject that had begun to be
perceived as crucial for the creation of the common market in Europe.[164] Interestingly,

arguments for the creation of a Chair in Intellectual Property resembled the discourses that
had surrounded the conceptual emergence of the subject, that is, discourses underpinned by a
belief that there was “a British style of intellectual property”.[165] Hence, it is possible to
argue that the establishment of intellectual property academic institutes in Strasbourg and in
Munich played an important role in channelling and crystallising the desire for a local
educational centre in London,[166] triggering the creation of the first Chair of Intellectual
Property at Queen Mary University, a chair that was first occupied by James Lahore in the
early 1980s.[167] However, if there was ever a British style of intellectual property, it might
not be only found in rules or concepts but in the more intangible side of things, for instance,
the common underlying material that was read by so many, and that circulated widely, and
that served to introduce the subject to a new generation of scholars.

5. CONCLUSION

Intellectual property scholarship has recently turned its attention to law books, in an attempt
to trace how concepts and laws emerge both inside and outside specific jurisdictions. A few
years ago, Ronan Deazley published an essay on the making and the reception of
Copinger’s Law of Copyright (1870).[168] More recently, Christopher Wadlow has written
about the editorial changes of Terrell on Patents[169] and the present author has considered the
impact of Lyon-Caen and Delalain’s book, Lois françaises et étrangères sur la propriété
littéraire et artistique, in enabling the internationalisation of copyright.[170] Writing about
writing is particularly productive as a self-reflexive effort within the discipline. While the
study of law books serves scholars in tracking the most distinctive features of the making of
legal knowledge, the focus on legal literature is also useful for emphasising the temporality of
law and the changes of intellectual property law over time.[171] Finally, and most importantly,
law books tend to expose another important historical feature of legal cultures: the tension
between the legal profession and legal education. In that sense, Blanco’s oeuvre is a
paradigmatic example of a significant moment in legal culture, and a particularly important
attempt to negotiate that tension and shorten the distance between education and profession.
Written in post-war Britain, his booklets not only provided a basis for a discipline –
intellectual property – in the making; their distinctive design also helped to connect and,
more importantly, constitute an audience comprised of articled clerks, practitioners and
students. By taking his original nutshell-type books and converting them into one Concise
College Text, Blanco and his publishers managed to release the first work dealing with all the
constituent parts of what later came to be conceived as intellectual property law in Britain
and the Commonwealth. In so doing, he wrote and rewrote the booklets successively in an
iterative process that would result in the publication of the first genuine “intellectual property
textbook”. This textbook has served us as a vantage point to study the recent introduction of
intellectual property as a subject into the university law degree curriculum, both at
postgraduate and undergraduate level.

The London School of Economics played a particular role in this history since it
showed an active interest in establishing the subject in its programme. In the early 1960s, the
LSE called Blanco to teach an introductory course on intellectual and industrial property, and
although the course failed to attract students, this circumstance brought him into contact with
an academic who had just joined the law department at the LSE, Bill Cornish. While Cornish
finally established the first regular course on intellectual property in Britain at the LSE a few
years later, two journals somehow related to the LSE, the Journal of Business Law and
the Modern Law Review were also fundamental in paving the way for intellectual property to
be recognised as an autonomous academic discipline. Especially through Blanco and
Cornish’s editorial roles, these journals provided an important forum for the study
of intellectual property as a distinct area of law. By the late twentieth century, as seen in the
work of Cornish and others, Blanco’s model would become standard textbook writing
technique in British intellectual property. More importantly, his textbook facilitated the
constitution of intellectual property as a subject into the university law degree curriculum. It
was not that patents, trade marks and copyright were new, nor had the areas not been linked
before. Instead, it was that they were previously the domain of practitioners, and practical
reasons explained their linkage.
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